Rescue or Reunite?

CottonTails

Rescue!

Has the bunny been injured or been in a cat’s
mouth?
Look for signs such as inability to use hind legs, and
rough or wet fur.
Yes
No

Put the bunny in a secure box in
a warm, dark, and quiet place
and immediately contact your
local licensed wildlife rehabilita-

Reunite!
Dependent

Independent

Eyes may still be closed

Eyes Open, ears up

Or

Alert, mobile

Ears laying back against body
Smaller than a tennis ball

Tennis ball size or larger

Was the baby found in a nest?

Cottontails are weaned and ready to be on their own at just
5-6 weeks of age! Unless in immediate danger, they do not
need to be rescued or returned to the nest. Be sure to keep
pets indoors or on lead as these newly independent bunnies learn the ropes.

No

Cottontail nests are shallow depressions in the ground
with fur and/or grass covering the top.

Yes

Keep an eye on the cottontail from a distance and contact a
wildlife rehabilitator with any questions or concerns.

Do you know where the nest is?
Yes
No

Rescue!
Put the bunny in a secure box in a
warm, dark, and quiet place and
immediately contact your local
licensed wildlife rehabilitator.

Make sure the baby is warm before reuniting. Carefully
place the baby back in the nest and re-cover with the
existing nesting material (grasses and fur.) Place long
blades of grass over the top of the nest in a grid pattern,
bring pets indoors, and leave the area. The mother
should return for the next feeding at dawn or dusk.
Check back after these feeding times to see if the grid
pattern has been disturbed but the nest is still covered,
suggesting that mom has since returned to feed. Also,
check to see if the babies appear to have milk in their
stomachs. Between feedings, keep the nest covered with
a laundry basket for protection from cats and dogs.

No
Congratulations, you just reunited a baby bunny!

Yes

Did mom return within two feedings?
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Open 9am-7pm every day

Noble, OK 73068
Did you Know…?


Mother cottontails feed their young once at dawn and once at dusk. She will not be at the nest all day.
Baby cottontails found alone are most likely not orphans!



Cottontails are extremely prone to stress. Handling or petting a wild cottontail is stressful to them and
can quickly cause serious health problems.



Injury from outdoor cats is one of the most common reasons for admission to a wildlife rehabilitator.
Keeping your cats indoors will save lives.



The presence or lack of a white blaze on the forehead does not indicate age or readiness to be on their
own.



Cottontails have particularly sensitive digestive systems and can easily become ill if fed an inappropriate
formula. Never feed a young cottontail!

Capture and Transport

Unless the cottontail is clearly critically injured, always confirm with a licensed wildlife rehabilitator that the
animal does in fact require rescue before capturing/transporting the animal.
Prepare a container for transport by putting a towel in the bottom of a secure box with a lid or a pet carrier.
Use a small butterfly net, or gently toss a hand towel over the bunny to begin containment. Next, carefully
place the bunny into your prepared container. Secure the lid of the box with tape.
Keep the contained bunny in a warm, dark, and quiet place such as a garage, away from pets and human activity, and transport to a local wildlife rehabilitator as soon as possible. Efficient response to the wildlife
emergency will increase the chance for a successful recovery. Drive safely with your precious cargo!

